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Question No: 1  
Which Oracle Event Processing (OEP) data cartridge should you use to track the GPS location of buses and 
generate alerts when a bus arrives at its predetermined bus stop positions?  
A. JDBC Data  
B. Oracle Spatial  
C. Hadoop Big Data  
D. NoSQLDB Big Data  
E. Java Data  
Answer: B  
 
Question No: 2  
The identity context is opaque to your web service client and web service and you don’t need to perform any 
additional coding or processing in your client or service to support it after you enable identity context 
propagation.  
Which Oracle SOA Suite component directly enables this behavior?  
A. Oracle Web Service Manager Policy Manager  
B. Oracle BPEL Process Manager  
C. Oracle Enterprise Manager  
D. Oracle User Messaging Service  
Answer: D  
 
Question No: 3  
Which two statements are true about the defined Oracle JMS Adapter outbound connection?  
A. It supports connections to JMS distributed queues.  
B. It uses default credentials when connecting to the remote JMS provider.  
C. It supports zero message loss via distributed transactions.  
D. It requires the JMS consumer to explicitly commit transactions.  
Answer: A,B  
 
Question No: 4  
Which two statements are true about working with tasks in Business Process Workspace?  
A. A user can create personal to-do tasks that are unassociated with a process instance.  
B. Delegating a task means to transfer the task to another user or group.  
C. You can see how long each completed step has taken to finish.  
D. You can display the process model and view the path a process instance has taken.  
Answer: A,D  
 
Question No: 5  
For each enrollment request message, a health insurance carrier’s web service always returns a response 
message acknowledgement the receipt of the enrollment request. If there are problems fulfilling the requested 
enrollment, the web service may respond at a later time with an additional response message detailing why 



the enrollment could not be fulfilled.  
Which Oracle SOA Suite service component should be used to implement this integration pattern?  
A. BPEL Process  
B. Mediator  
C. Business Rule  
D. Human Workflow  
Answer: C  
 
Question No: 6  
Consider the current values of BPEL variables InputVariable andOutputVariable:  
Then consider the following BPEL activity Assign1:  
<assign name=”Assign1”><!- - Line 1- ->  
<copy><!- - Line 2 - ->  
<from variable =”InputVariable”<!- - Line 3 - ->  
part = “query_Input”<!- - Line 4 - ->  
query=”/ns2: query_Input/ns2:Row_Id”/><!- - Line 5 - ->  
<to variable =”OutputVariable”<!- - Line 6 - ->  
part = “query_Output”<!- - Line 7 - ->  
query=”/ns2: query_Outnput/ns2:RowId”/><!- - Line 8 - ->  
</copy><!- - Line 9 - ->  
</assign><!- - Line 10 - ->  
Which two changes allow Assign1 to work with the current values of InputVariable andOutputVariable?  
A. adding the attributebpelx :insertMissingToData=”yes”to line 2  
B. adding the attributebpelx :insertMissingFromData=”yes”to line 2  
C. correcting the namespace prefixes in line 5  
D. correcting the namespace prefixes in line 8  
Answer: B,C  
 
Question No: 7  
You have modeled a composite with an inbound adapter service wired to a BPEL process component.  
Which method do you use to model a rejection handler for the inbound adapter service?  
A. Define the rejection-handler logic inrejection-handlers.xmlin the$MW_HOME/soa/connectorsdirectory.  
B. Define the rejection-handler logic inline as a child element of the <binding.jca> section of the inbound 
adapter incomposite.xml.  
C. Define the rejection-handler logic in a top-level catch block in the BPEL process where the QName of the 
fault should bebpws:rejectedMessages.  
D. Define the rejection-handler logic infault-policies.xmlfor the composite, and then associate thefault-
policies.xmlwith the composite.  
Answer: D  
 
Question No: 8  
To support the deployment of a new provisioning system, a company wants to install and configure a 
production domain with Oracle SOA Suite and Oracle Service Bus.  
Which statement is true about the required effort?  



A. Separate domains must be configured for Oracle SOA Suite and Oracle Service Bus.  
B. The Oracle Repository Creation Utility (RCU) must be run twice to create the required schemas.  
C. The installation of Oracle SOA Suite includes the installation of Oracle Service Bus.  
D. A supported version of WebLogic Server must be installed before installing Oracle SOA Suite.  
Answer: D  
 
Question No: 9  
Which two statements are correct about the Oracle Enterprise Scheduler Service (ESS) facility?  
A. It is a Java EE application that is deployed to WebLogic Server to provide distributed job request processing 
across a single WebLogic Server or a collection of WebLogic Servers.  
B. It is shipped as a separate product and you can install it after you have completed the SOA Suite installation.  
C. It is used extensively by Fusion Applications so it is well-tested.  
D. It is administered via the WebLogic Server Administration Console.  
Answer: A,D  
 
Question No: 10  
What two architectural factors most heavily influence the interoperability of the Oracle Adapters with Oracle 
Service Bus (OSB) and Oracle SOA Suite?  
A. Oracle Adapters are based on the Java EE Connector Architecture (JCA) 1.5 specification.  
B. Oracle Adapters use native APIs to connect to the supportedback-end applications.  
C. Oracle Adapters are deployed to the same Oracle WebLogic Servers as Oracle Fusion Middleware.  
D. Use of Oracle Adapters Extended Architecture (XA) features is completely optional.  
Answer: B,C  
 
Question No: 11  
Oracle SOA Suite is being used to virtualize service calls to a third-party human resources provider. The 
planned service payloads will require minimum transformation. Routing is simple because service calls will be 
mapped one-for-one to existing third-party services.  
Which two components should be used to handle this service virtualization?  
A. BPEL Process  
B. Proxy Service  
C. Mediator  
D. Business Service  
Answer: A,D  
 
Question No: 12  
Which two are available as conditions for an alert rule in BAM 12c?  
A. between two times  
B. when rows are deleted from a data object  
C. a particular day of the week  
D. when a web service is invoked  
Answer: B,D  
 
Question No: 13  



Oracle Adapters are deployed to the Oracle SOA Suite server.  
Which three SOA Suite components can use Oracle Adapters?  
A. BPEL Process  
B. Mediator  
C. Proxy Service  
D. Human Workflow  
E. Business Rule  
Answer: A,D,E  
 
Question No: 14  
In a BPEL model, what is the quickest way to implement a capability to skip rule execution if a particular 
condition holds?  
A. Model a switch activity to conditionally execute the business rule component.  
B. Use a skip condition on the business rule component.  
C. Include an XPath expression in an annotation on the business rule component.  
D. Use a correlation set on the business rule component.  
Answer: C  
 
Question No: 15  
You have modeled a Composite X for which the following fault policy action has been configured for remote 
faults:  
<Action id=”ora-retry”>  
<retry>  
<retryCount>2</retryCount>  
<retryIntrval>2</retryIntrval>  
<exponentialBackoff/>  
</retry>  
</Action>  
At runtime, when a remote fault occurs on at outbound invoke, this ora-retry action is triggered.  
After the two configured retries are exhausted, which one occurs?  
A. The transaction of Composite X rolls back.  
B. The instance is marked “open.faulted” and is available for auto-recovery.  
C. The instance is marked “closed.faulted” and is available for error recovery from Enterprise Manager where 
the user can choose actions on the instance such as replay, rethrow, and abort.  
D. The default retryFailureAction is initiated and it rethrows the error back to the caller service.  
Answer: B  
 
Question No: 16  
Which tool would you use to enable more detailed logging of SOA components?  
A. WebLogic Console  
B. Enterprise Manager  
C. BPM Workspace  
D. WebLogic Diagnostics Framework (WLDF)  
Answer: D  



 
Question No: 17  
Which expiration and escalation setting can be used to route a task a specified number of levels up a 
management chain if the assignee does not respond in a given time period?  
A. Never expire  
B. Expire after  
C. Route to manager  
D. Renew after  
E. Escalate after  
F. Management chain  
Answer: A  
 
Question No: 18  
How are task outcomes processed in BPEL process?  
A. by using a condition (present in each path of the human task activity) in which you specify the outcome 
that causes a particular path to be followed  
B. by using onMessage or pick activities that receive the outcome from the human workflow engine  
C. with a Switch containinga case for each outcomeof interest plus an optional otherwise case after the human 
task activity  
D. with a Switch containing one case for each possible outcome after the human task activity  
Answer: C  
 
Question No: 19  
Given the following Oracle File Adapter configuration:  
<adapter-config name=”ReadPlanBenefit” adapter=”File Adapter”  
wsdlLocation=”ReadPlanBenefit.wsdl”  
xmlns=http://platform.integration.oracle/blocks/adapter/fw/metadata>  
<connection-factory location=”eis/FileAdapter”/>  
<endpoint-interaction portType=”SynchRead_ptt” operation=” SynchRead”>  
<interaction-spec  
className=”oracle.tip.adapter.file.outbound.FileReadInteraction.Spec”>  
<property name=”DeleteFile” value=”false”/>  
<property name=”PhysicalDirectory” value=”/home/plan_benefit”/>  
<property name=”FileName” value=” plan_benefit.xml”/>  
<property name=”PhysicalArchiveDirectory” value=”/home/plan_benefit/archive/>  
</interaction-spec>  
</endpoint-interaction>  
</adapter-config>  
Which two statemnts are true?  
A. The actual source directory will be specified by a property in thecomposite.xmlfile.  
B. Each file read will be moved to an archive directory after it is successfully processed.  
C. This configuration can be used to create an outbound business service component.  
D. This configuration can be used to create an inbound proxy service component.  
Answer: C,D  




